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Becoming Manifest Transformation

Translated from Hebrew of Genesis

Chapter One

1. The underlying Foundation is Consciousness.

2. Consciousness invokes definition of its parts.

3. Contracted movement in Orginal Will manifests the defined creation. Gen 1:1

4. The act of defining creates a duality and viable poles.

5. The relationship between the consciousness and the defined creates a gravitational/relation field.
This field is a unique multi-dimensional phenominon called space and is here after refered to as the
Vessel.

6. Orbit and spin are a result of poles. 
 
7. The ultimate result of motion is the sphere.

8. Expansion and Contration within the Sphere creates the Torus,
the vessel.

9. At the center of the Torus is the Void, or Original Source.

10. Width of the Torus tube is focus  Beth = 2 , the redefined
poles. 

11. The width of the overall Torus structure is the defined
expansion. Lamed = 30. 

12. Consciousness = Heh = 5 = contraction (2) plus expansion (30
sans zero = 3) 2+3=5



13. The Volume of this torus is the culmination of conscious original movement or conscious h (5)

Original  a (1) movement's  r (200) culmination x(90). H’Aretz - Earth = 296 (Gen 1:1)

Torus volume = 2 x pi squared x Radious of the orbit x radious of the tube squared. 
= 2 *(3.1415*3.1415) *15*(1*1)= 296 (I assume that ‘earth’ refers to the range of frequences humanity
is acclamated to at this time.)

14. The Surface of this torus is the culmination of the receptivity (mem yod mem) of humanity or 592

or Receptivity  m y  m (90) evolving v (6) humanity's h t a (406) culmination x (90)   

Torus surface area = 4 x pi squared x R x r  where r is the radius of circle beth’s focus' 2/2=1

and R is radius of large circle lamad “expansion” = 30/2 = 15. = 4 * (3.1415 * 3.1415) * 15 *1= 592 

15. Focusing to the center vitalizes Will's seed, expanding into the individual  manifested. Gen 1:2

 Verse 1:3 Kether, thought's fire - Exothermic process or reaction that releases energy from the
system to its surroundings 

Verse 1:4 Light and reunification. Abundance and discernment 

Verse 1:5 Exothermic process manifests Vessel and Soul. Thought (internalized sound) discovers
the Origin's abundance

Torus in Genesis 1:1 

This is my translation of the first verse of Genesis. The torus is defined by the internalizing/expansion
pattern which is continued in the next few verses. The numerics give added justification to this pattern. 

Focused movement in Original Will Manifests defined creation.( B'raseth)

Original Expanded consciousness manifests the vessel

Torus motion: Original Will moves. It's movement corresponds to it's nature, which is to contract
(beth=2). This circular movement develops a pattern of a torus which is the expansion (lamad=30) into
a blossom, from 2 dimensions to 3 (or more). This 3 (or more) dimensional reality is the vessel.

Genesis 1:1 Focused  movement in Original Will manifests the defined creation. Original Expanded
consciousness Manifests the vessel. Original defined consciousness wills vessel's manifestation. Vessel
becomes humanity’s Origin moving to culmination. 



'Focus  b (2) movement r (200) Original  a (1) will w (300) manifest  y (10) define  t (400) create  a
r b (203) Original  a (1) expansion l (30) consciousness   h (5) manifest y (10) vessel  m (40)

Original  a (1) define  t (400) consciousness   h (5) will  w (300) Vessel  m (40) manifest  y (10)

Vessel  m  (40) becoming v  (6) humanity  h t a (406) Original  a (1) movement  r (200)

culmination x (90) 

Contracted  movement in Original Will manifests the defined creation. The Original Expanded
consciousness manifests as the vessel. As the Origin's consciousness  is defined so is the vessel
manifested. Vessel is the womb of humanity moving to culmination. 

The Original Will, through movement, manifests the defined creation. This consciousness expands into
the vessel of our existence. We live and culminate within the vessel. Original Will manifests humanity
based on the original consciousness. 

  “Manifest (10) vessel  (40) Origin  (1) defined  (400)”  sans zeros = 1414 or 1.414, the square root of
2. Manifest vessel   is equal to the Origin defined. The relationship between two equal sides of a square
is the square root of two.  Origin defines Origin and thus creates a duality reality. The relationship
between the self and the knowing of the self  is defined mathematically by the square root of two. This
duality can also be a reflection of the expansion/focusing action in the torus. These similar but opposite
poles creates the tension to keep the motion going.

Original (1) expanded (30) consciousness (5) manifests
(10) vessel (40)  is Elohim, the first God name in Genesis.
Writing the name clockwise around a circle then starting with
the Lamad and going counter-clockwise around a circle gives
us Pi 3.1415.  Aligning this name with the circle gives it a
feminine connotation as well as the primary concept of form,
womb etc. 'Eloh' is a feminine noun;  'im' is a masculine
plurality. The resulting balance of masculine and feminine
fertilizes and creates. 

d'Olivet gives Beth the meaning of: paternal, virile, interior and active action. The Lexicon says
it means: at, in, abide, stay, in the presence of, the same, expresses the quality or manner in which a
thing shows itself, together with, the value of. So I translate it as 'focus' refering to the action of
returning to the interior. 

Heh is defined by d'Olivet as : universal life, breath , air, spirit, soul, that which is animating,
vivifying.  Heh becomes 'consciousness’: This puts the action in a human perspective. In these first
verses it refers to the original consciousness without which nothing is.

d'Olivet defines Mem as: woman, another, productive, creative, maternal exterior and passive
action, local, plastic, collective developing the being in infinitive space, as far as its nature permits or
uniting by abstraction in one single being all those of the same kind. I feel comfortable recognizing
both Vessel and Universe as wombs of humanity. Vessel is the womb of primary Will and Universe is
the womb we make for ourselves. Time, Space, individual separation are all mental constructs. When



all 'individuals'  act as a single unit, (which happens a lot more often then you may think), then the
'laws' of nature are established or strengthened. 

1:2 Evolving Determined Movement Culminated (H'Aretz), existence characterizes defined
consciousness evolving. Evolving focus, potential becomes vitalized Will's seed. Sound expands
the speech of the individual  manifested. Defined potential vessel focuses movement evolving vital
Elohim. Vessel moves vital speech of defined substance expressing conscious receptivity. 

Evolving  v (6) H'Aretz   x r a h (296) existence  y h (15) character h t (405) define  t (400)

consciousness   h (5) Evolving  v (6) Evolving v (6) focus   b (2) potential  v h (11) Evolving  v (6)

vital  x (8) Will  w (300) seed  k (20) sound  i (70) expansion  l (30) speech  p (80) Individual n
(50) manifest  y (10) define  t (400) potential  v h (11) Vessel   m (40) Evolving v (6) movement  r
(200)  Evolving  v (6) vital  x (8) Original Expansion Existing vessel  (Elohim) m y h l a (86) Vessel  

m (40) movement  r (200) vital x (8) speech  p (80) define  t (400) substance l i (100) expression  y
n p (140) consciousness  h (5) receptivity m y m (90)

1:2 evolving focus, potential becomes vitalized Will's seed. 

Sound expands the speech of the individual manifested. Defined potential Vessel evolves 
movement evolving vital Elohim. 

Earth (H'aretz or the finished physical form) reveals the character of the process of the conscious
Original.  In order for Original Will's seed to become vitalized, imbued with life, the potential must be
focused, or brought deep in the Self. The nature of individual expression (speech or formed sound)
comes directly from the nature of Sound  The movement of the vessel vitalizes the Creator Gods.
Movement (frequency) is the vital speech defining the substance that is the expression of conscious
Receptivity. 

Original Will can be visualized as the Father. The vessel in which the Will moves and awakens
can be understood as the Vessel or Mother. The Fulfilled Will has the same character as the Original
Will. The power comes from the expansion and awakening and the form comes from the focusing.
Think of a torus; expansion, contractionizing, expansion, contractionizing. Expansion (30)

contractionizing (2) = 32 = the coalescence   h v h y h a the flux, the wave, the primum mobil that

defines the 'physical' result of the vibration of sound. Notice that in the first sentence you have, in order

a h (determined) y h (existance) v h  (potential).  The coalescence, only inverted as if it were the

receptive coalescence rather than the active one.

Vital means absolutely necessary or important; essential; or full of energy; lively. I use it in the

second sense as in lively or full of life or full of the essence of living. For instance potential is just

possibility until it is focused then it becomes vitalized. An idea is just an idea until it is embraced then

it can change a life. The series of events described in Genesis is not necessarily a long time ago the

Original Will did this then that happened then . . .   All of the events described happen now on any



scale whatever – Universal, personal, imaginative.  All of this is not subject to time or space or object.

It is the Pattern.  

‘Evolving Determined Movement Culminated (H'Aretz), existence characterizes defined

conscious evolution.’ The final result is represented in the process of it’s becoming.

‘Becoming focus, potential becomes vitalized Will's seed.’  Once the goal is realized it is

focused and produces the seed of that goal.
‘Sound unfolds the speech of the individual manifested.’ Original Will, as well as the

individualization of each aspect of the Will, has created the seed of it’s fulfillment. In-bedded in this
seed is the speech, the formulation of sound, into the words that invoke the goal.

‘Defined potential Vessel becoming movement becomes vital Elohim’. When the potential 
Vessel(the vessel, be it the universe or the fetus) starts moving (as in the Primum Mobil, the focused
seed traveling outward into the torus shape) then it enlivens the Will that conceived it.  As the last
sentence states, the vital speech expresses this very receptivity. (Every movement is a ritual. Every
word is an invocation.)


